DKL Consulting.ca
Everything You Need to Convert
Prospects Into Sales. Inside ONE
Company!
•

•

•

•

Convert Ordinary Websites,
Blogs & Funnels into SMART
Sales Machines.
Engage and Captivate Attention
With Interactive 3D Avatars &
Award Winning Text-to-Speech.
Automate Leads and Sales
Without Opt-in Forms or Landing
Pages.
Create Unlimited Chat Agents
For Yourself.

Sidney
___
British Columbia
___

DKL
Consulting

Canada
___
don@dklconsulting.ca

The Place For All Your Chat
Video and Website Needs

krystal@dklconsulting.ca
250-208-3344

By leveraging the power of AI, state-ofthe-art Text-to-Speech, instant
translation, 3D animation and lip-sync
technologies…
...you’ll get better results and more
revenue from your traffic than ever

Before!
DKL's Chat Agent gives you your very own
AI-powered personal chat agent, who’s
always
on the job! is an Equal
DKL Consulting

Opportunity Employer.

It can reach out, connect, and interact
with your site visitors in ways that you
never could before!

Product/Service
Information
www.dklconsulting.ca
Phone: 250.208.3344

Customize Your
Chat
By leveraging the power of AI, state-of-theart Text-to-Speech, instant translation, 3D
animation and lip-sync technologies…
...you’ll get better results and more revenue
from your traffic than ever before!
DKL's Chat Agent gives you your very own
AI-powered personal chat agent, who’s
always on the job!
It can reach out, connect, and interact with
your site visitors in ways that you never could
before!
Boost engagement, reduce bounce rates, get
more leads into your sales funnel, and most
importantly… earn more profit!

WORKING WITH DKL
DKL's Solutions
We have tried to assemble software that will
help your business. Our solutions are unique
and can be incorporated into almost any type
of company.

Improve With DKL
No matter how well your business runs, there
is always room for improvement, and DKL
wants to be your expert for this.

DKL And Growth
Under the wings of DKL, you will witness a
business growth in a short amount of time. A
week maybe, is all you need.

Customize Your
Videos for Your
Website or YouTube
A video creation tool built specifically for
converting a series of images into any video.
We can use this in combination with another
Image software, to create your images, then to
turn those images into a stunning video...
We can find the most profitable keywords
for any SEO or PPC niche you can think of.
Either choose from 100 proven niches for
eCommerce, Amazon, ClickBank & JVZoo
affiliates, or search your own niche
keyword.

If you can
With our cutting-edge 3D avatar animation, as
well as our dynamic life-like text-to-speech
and lip-sync technology, you can easily create
a custom-branded avatar chat agent…
...who will always be on the job - 24/7/365!

“Think It”,
we can and will
“Do It”

